
Oil

On the first trading day of the year, the international oil market initially continued the uptrend that it ended last year with. All eyes were 
on the OPEC summit and expectations were, that the organization and its allies would agree on continuing the current output cuts. 
Later in the day however, the market retreated as OPEC failed to agree on a new deal. The market trades largely sideways early Tuesday 
morning, where the OPEC meeting is set to continue. 

Gas
The year opened with further price gains on the European gas markets, where cold temperatures, lower LNG supply and higher carbon 
prices were the most important price drivers yesterday. On the Dutch TTF hub, the most important gas hub in Europe, the front month 
contract is now close to a two year high, but we could see a downwards adjustment on milder weather forecasts today.

Coal
European coal prices also continued up yesterday, with the mixture of cooler weather, higher carbon and an overall bullish sentiment 
driving the market further up. The API 2 Cal-22 contract ended up closing at 69,82 USD/t, around 1 USD/t higher than the previous 
close.

Carbon

Once again, the European carbon market reached all-time highs in yesterday’s trading. All eyes are on this market in the moment, with 
the benchmark contract reaching new highs almost on a daily basis as cooler weather, stronger energy markets and expectations of 
lower supply due to the recent climate reform are driver prices up. The contract closed at 33,69 EUR/t, up 0,97 EUR/t for the day. Today, 
the market opens slightly down, but the sentiment could change quickly.

Hydro
Tuesday morning, we see a slightly milder weather outlook for the Nordic area than we did yesterday. The forecasts still suggest be-
low-average temperatures for the next two weeks, but likely not as cold as what has previously been expected. Precipitation levels are 
expected just below average as well. The market could react to this outlook with falling prices today.

Germany
The German power market saw further price climbs across the curve yesterday, in a session with focus on another record on the carbon 
market as well as new gains on the coal and gas markets. The country’s Cal-21 contract rose to 50,92 EUR/MWh, 1,12 EUR/MWh above 
the previous close. The weather forecasts have turned a bit milder Tuesday morning and we could see falling prices.

Equities
On the financial markets, we saw a very bullish start to the year, as optimism is high due to the start of corona virus vaccination around 
the world and the agreement of a Brexit deal before New Year. The European Stoxx600 Index closed with a gain 0,67 %, but the first 
signs from Asia early Tuesday are not quite as bullish due to the recent increase in corona virus figures in Japan. 

Conclusion

Monday, the year opened with a huge price jump on the Nordic power market. Cold weather forecasts and the highest system price 
in more than a year added to the bullish support from the fuel and carbon markets and caused the big increase. The Q2-21 contract 
rose 4,50, equaling almost 20 %, before closing at 25,90 EUR/MWh, while the YR-22 contract climbed 2,25 EUR/MWh and settled at 
28,25 EUR/MWh. Today, we could see falling prices, both because of milder weather forecasts, but also because yesterday’s gains were 
possibly a bit overdone.
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03-jan 28,45 29,97 25,78 27,31 25,83 25,78 25,77 February 43,25 49,90 47,25 52,00 47,90 35,00 34,50 February 53,08 56,72 62,30

04-jan 42,17 43,88 42,17 43,88 43,36 41,61 38,94 Q2-21 42,40 45,90 32,90 39,13 41,65 26,15 25,90 Q2-21 53,08 46,08 0,00

05-jan 47,28 47,29 47,29 47,29 47,29 46,02 43,75 2021 43,25 46,75 31,50 36,25 39,25 29,50 28,25 2022 53,91 45,44 0,00


